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The Christian Church, Protestant and Catholic alike, by way of
its missionary enterprise, has extended itself across the seas from its
Western domain to carry the "good news" of the Gospel to other lands and
peoples of alien cultures. Motivated by the Christian faith, and in
obedience to the call of Christ to his ministry--"Go ye therefore and
teach all nations" (Matt. 28:19), missionaries have tracked across arid
plain, challenged rugged mountain range, confronted tropical jungle, and
with hard-headed determination and self-abandon exposure to unaccustomed
climate and disease, have reached isolated villages and over-populated
metropolitan centers. Taking with them talents and skills representative
of a wide range of endeavors, missionaries have continued to minister in
"missionary lands" through medicine, agriculture, education, and many
other activities, laboring under the belief that such services performed
are true expressions of the multifaceted Christian evangel.
The overseas missionary enterprise today is meeting with quite
strong opposition in many parts of the world. As the Churchlas moved to
make its "... witness in Jerusalem and all judea and Samaria and to the
end of the earth" (Acts 1:8b), endeavoring to place the Christian mission
in its theological and universal perspective, it is finding the once
"open door" either closed or closing to it in growing response to emer¬
gent policies in the wake of nationalism. In order to meet the changed
and/or changing conditions, mission boards have given (and continuing to
do so) serious study and attention to the reassessment of overseas
mission policy and strategy.
A new strategy, as I think of it, was being put into effect in
1947, when my wife and I were invited to serve overseas under the aus¬
pices of the Methodist Church, now the United Methodist Church. We felt
that we were already in missionary service in the work that we were doing
in Florida in the black community. My wife was teaching in a public pri¬
mary school, and I was a County Agent, working with low-income farmers,
and our salaries (if they can be called that) were commensurate with
'low pay' most often associated with missionary salaries. To make the
transition, from doing a needed job in America to do a similar job over¬
seas, seemed relatively easy, but we needed a logical and satisfying
reason to make the change. We decided to go, first because it would
satisfy a long-held desire to be actively engaged in full-time service
with the church; and we reasoned that the services we were rendering in
America, though needful, had a higher priority value in underdeveloped,
overpopulated areas of the third world. It was only after our accep¬
tance of the Board's invitation to go overseas as missionaries on the
mainland of China that the full implications of the new strategy and
challenge came to us. Our appointment broke with traditional policy of
the Methodist Church to send Negroes only to Africa, or peoples of ne¬
groid extraction. When we sailed in 1948 for Fukien, China and final
destination at Nanping, it was a bold new venture with black missionaries
being sent from America to work with non-negroid peoples of another land
and culture.
Although our stay in China was short-lived due to the Communist
intervention and the limitations placed upon our work (1948-1950), the
cordiality of the Chinese in a rewarding work experience paid dividends
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which were useful in our work after leaving China to work with the Iban
people. This essay, therefore, is concerned with focusing upon some of
the problems and principles involved in interpreting the Gospel of Christ
to a people of South East Asia--offering hope to a people whose culture
(by Western standards) is considered "primitive" or backward and inade¬
quate. A brief historical sketch of the Iban therefore seems necessary
in making a meaningful approach to understanding the nature of the
problems involved in communicating the Gospel to a people whose culture
is different from one's own. It is my purpose to present certain aspects
of Iban culture primarily as an "adaptive mechanism which is the vital
fibre in the life of a people." And in so doing, it is hoped that there
might be the mirrored reflection of our "essential likenesses as human
beings," as we understand and appreciate our differences.^
^Ina Corinne Brown, Understanding Other Cultures W.C.S. (The
Methodist Church, Cincinnati, 1958), p. 3 & passim.
V
A. A HISTORICAL SKETCH OF THE IBAN PEOPLE
1. Geographical Location and Anthropology
The name "Iban" refers here to a specific ethnic group within the
multi-racial society inhabiting what is known as Sarawak, East Malaysia.
The State of Sarawak occupies an area on the northwest coast of the
island of Borneo, approximating the size of Connecticut, and lies within
the tropical rain-forest in Southeast Asia, some five degrees above the
equator at its southernmost tip. In the warm humid climate, the Iban
(also referred to as Sea Dayaks or Dyaks) are the predominant element of
a highly heterogeneous population which numbers approximately 900,000
souls as of the 1967 census. The Iban belong to an ethnic stock, called
Proto-Malay, and are of short stature, averaging about five feet two
inches for the men, and a little less for the women, with "black lank
hair and cinnamon colored skin." The Iban, who live in "Longhouses"
along the banks of the many rivers of Sarawak, mostly follow the practice
of farming the hilly terrain, planting padi on the hillside clearings by
the very primitive method of making holes for the rice seed (padi) with
a dibble stick. Work on the hilly terrain tend to make the Iban a
'sturdy' people though small of stature. Besides planting padi, the Iban
hunt and fish, making use of snares in hunting, and traps, nets, spears
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and to some extent poisons for both hunting and fishing.
J. D. Freeman, Iban Agriculture (London: Her Majesty's Stationery
Office, 1955), passim.
2. Origin and Cultural Characteristics
The Than, whose origin is still a matter of conjecture, are reported
by some to have come from Indo-China, but "In spite of strong affinities
with people in Indo-China and in Burma, there is no strong evidence of
migration or even direct contact between those countries and (Sarawak)."
It is more nearly correct, taking the word of the Iban themselves which
claim they came from, "... the northern area which includes the Kapuas
Lakes in Indonesian Borneo." Their migrations into Sarawak are best
remembered historically for the head-hunting raids upon other tribal
people living in the area of the Rejang River which held the promise of
bountiful and heavy harvests of rice. ". . .a virile and truculent peo¬
ple, whose whole way of life was based on the cultivation of hill rice. .
the Iban overpowered rival tribes to possess the more fertile virgin for¬
ests, which they cut and burned when dried out, to dibble in their paddy
in the cooled ash. Relics of headhunting days, smoked skulls, hang in
clusters in many a longhouse community today. It was also their custom
to keep tally of heads taken by tattoo lines on the back of the hand. A
number of the older men, still living as our work was begun in Sarawak,
carried these marks on the hands and obliged in explaining their meaning
to us. The men tattoo other parts of the body, especially the thigh, the
upper arm and the back simply for decorative beauty. A tattooed throat
of the men, was the way of advertising the fact that a young lad had
"travelled abroad" which meant away from his area into perhaps another
district, having the distinction of being a "man of the world." The Iban
^Tom Harrison, ed.. The Peoples of Sarawak "The Iban" by A. J. N.
Richards (Kuching, Government Printing Office, 1959), p. 10.
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women generally are not tattooed, when one is tattooed; it is usually
in the form of a narrow band around the wrist, or other rather incon¬
spicuous decoration. The men also make a hole in the lobe of their ears,
which often becomes a convenient place to hold in storage a home-made
cigarette, in one ear and cigarette 'wrappings' (dried young strips of
young banana leaf).
Since the Japanese occupation of the island of Borneo during World
War II, when there was a resurgence of headhunting, the practice is now
considered a thing of the past. Government influence and also the in¬
creasing impact of Christianity upon the life of the Iban people have
both contributed to stamp out the practice. Religion now plays an impor¬
tant part in Iban life, although it must be recognized that the Iban tra¬
ditionally are a religious people. The decline of headhunting in Iban
society, whether from government or Christian influence, is not due to any
moral change or of value change, but from restraints which have prevented
them from enjoying many of the customary privileges of their culture, as
far as the law could be enforced. We need to look deeper into the matrix
of Iban society where we will discover a host of social phenomena im¬
pinging upon and permeating the entire life of the people, to understand
the Iban in relation to culture. We can begin then to understand the
problems involved in confronting the Iban within an all-inclusive culture,
which in reality is his religion. For according to Ina Corinne Brown,
culture is the patterned way of behavior of a given people, "... the





B. ASPECTS OF IRAN RELIGIOUS LIFE
1. Primitive Animism
The so-called "way-of-life" of the Than is a religious way, which
is the daily lived experiences within the context of their animistic be¬
lief: a pantheon of god--spirits which inhabit (especially) odd-shaped
rocks, trees, hills, as well as rivers, animals and people. Even though
some of the spirits are considered on the side of "good spirits," and
others as "evil spirits," there is commonly a fear growing out of the
god-man relationship. When the Iban uses the near-equivalent in his own
language of "good" and "evil" he is not thinking of "sin" and its oppo¬
site in the Western frame of mind, and reference, and neither does he
have a "set of regulations" for life on this planet which will accrue to
his life after death, in the way of reward, nor does he fear punishment
of "damnation and hell-fire." The Iban religious belief does not carry
over into some eschatological hope in the nether world. Life is con¬
tinuous. Rewards and punishments, if any, are meted out on this planet
through reprisals taken by the spirits - not for sin and evil in the
Christian sense, but for infracture of the many taboos, which often happen
unknowingly. When disaster strikes, or accidents or death occur in the
longhouse, rituals are performed that the gods will be lenient and in¬
flict no further burden upon the people. Their collective minds, the
adults of the longhouse, frantically search and review events of the past
few days hoping to determine if something unusual has been done that might
have been the "cause." If no "cause" seems feasible, the entire house
feels it is being punished. If death has come "often" to a certain
longhouse, a few deaths within a few months, it has been the case that
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that longhouse would be abandoned, and separate family houses built on
a new location, until all could eventually rebuild together on a new site,
each family constructing their own quarters, and attaching the roof on
either side to his neighbor's quarters (bilik) until the house has "grown"
the length of a city block or longer, to accommodate the ten or fifty
families. There will be rituals performed at the new site, before and
after building, to win the favor of the gods. Fear is too real to the
Iban, to invite knowingly the anger of their gods.
2. A "Foreign God" and Iban Culture
We have mentioned the all-inclusiveness of Iban religious belief
and Iban cultural practices. Although there are a great number of beliefs
and practices which the Iban adheres to, they're not formulated into a
systematic set of dogmas, which a person is obliged to accept and follow.
This has given the Iban the freedom to "experiment" with a "foreign god"
or the God of the Christian faith--Allah Taala (God, as interpreted and
borrowed from Malay, rather than petera, the appelation given to the gods
of Iban animistic belief). But to "experiment" with a "foreign god," the
Iban finds, inflicts upon him what many have come to feel as an intolera¬
ble burden--the burden of being separated from his culture, that which
makes an "iban" an Iban. Here perhaps an explanation is necessary. The
word "iban," according to what the people say of themselves, means "a
person," "a being," as well as cannoting this specific group of people
as a racial stock. Therefore within the matrix of a specific society of
persons (iban), influencing and being influenced by cultural patterns of
thinking, and of feeling and acting: his concept of spirit beings in¬
fluencing himself and all of nature, the way he feels and thinks about
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life and death, the way he acts when he hears certain sounds that are omens
of ill or impending danger, the reasons as well as the acts performed in
making a crop of rice - these belong to the Iban and are equated with Iban
society and culture.
C. AGRICULTURE--A WAY OF LIFE
One of the, if not the most, influential aspects of Iban culture is
centered in their agricultural pursuits. Rice as the main requirement of
the diet of Ibans, literally means "life" for them. The statements made
by Freeman are very significant and true according to personal knowledge,
The subsistence economy of the Iban, and indeed, their whole way of
life is based upon the cultivation of hill rice . . . Iban absorption
in the growing of padi is complete . . . it is upon skill in farming
that t^e prosperity, and the very existence of an Iban family de¬
pends .
The truth of this statement relates to the very reason why the Methodist
Board of Missions agreed to send one (family), whose training and work
experience were qualifying points, to do service as a missionary to the
Ibans of Sarawak. An agricultural approach to an interpretation of the
Gospel does have immediate "appeal" because of its (agriculture that is)
relevance to the business of 'food production,' in which nearly ninety-
eight percent of the Iban population are engaged as "farmers."
1. The Gospel By Way of a Rural Service Center
The attraction for the Ibans in such a program as we began to estab¬
lish in 1951, or rather to 'lay plans for in 1951,' was purely a 'first
Freeman, p. 27.
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interest in a program which promised to help Ibans produce a better rice
crop, and assist in other ways, to help the Ibans help themselves in ac¬
hieving enhancement for their total life.' There was natural interest
shown by the Iban community of the Kapit district, in the progressive
development of a nine-acre project of the Methodist Church and community,
which over a period of years became the Methodist Mission Agricultural &
Training Centre. This physical development, in which 'the Iban community
were involved from the beginning,' located some twenty miles above the
nearest village town (Kapit) at the confluence of the Mujong and Baleh
Rivers, was strategically located to reach by extension methods, some
portions of the thirty thousand Ibans living within a radius of 35 or 40
miles from the mission centre. The station came to be called "Nanga
Mujong" which was its designation: 'mouth of the Mujong River,' as nanga
means mouth, in the local language.
2. Identifying With the People
After the first year of our 'settling in' at Nanga Mujong, and by
then having gained more ease and fluency with the Iban language which
allowed us to gain more depth of understanding of the thought-life and
culture of the Iban community, we became aware of the many difficulties
involved in bringing to the Iban people and their culture, the Gospel
message of Jesus Christ. Before getting into the modus operandi employed
in interpretation of the Gospel, an important prequisite must be dealt
with in reaching any people with effectiveness: winning their confidence,
and then being able to 'identify' with them. Perhaps an initial identi¬
fying process began on first arrival in the country and into Iban terri¬
tory - much the same as it was in China. First there was the 'interest'
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in us as a "strange couple, man and wife who are black" but coming from
a country where (it had been thought) only white people lived, for they
were the ones who had come through the years as missionaries. 'This fact
of a lack of information about the black man of America and other ethnic
and cultural societies continued to be an opportunity to "teach" much,
even by our presence in another culture. Not alone in Sarawak, but in
many places in Asia, we were first sought out in "curiosity," being seen
as "different" from others who were from America. When we were able to
be on our own, language-wise, in getting about the country, the Ibans saw
us in terms of themselves, and the "difference" they noted in the early
months soon faded into an "how-much-like-us-you-are" welcome approval.
I discerned their "ease" in our presence, and that was always appreciated.
It seems that if there were any frustrated feelings about our presence
overseas, it never came from the nationals, but from us as black and
white missionary workers. I recall the concern expressed to me by an
American coworker, who could not figure out 'by what name (title) in the
Iban language' I might be referred to, when he gave introductions. The
Ibans refer to white men as "tuan," meaning "master", originating out of
a colonial context. The term of "pengajar" or teacher, is reserved for
teachers who are nationals primarily, but does not necessarily apply to
the missionary, who are "tuan" or masters. I could only express to my
white coworker, to let the Ibans puzzle over what they wish to call me,
they'd work it out ^ they had a problem, which they didn't. It turned
out that the Ibans referred to me and my coworkers from the States by the
same title. Perhaps a minor matter, but germane to communicating the
Gospel and identifying with persons.
An interesting thing happened to me one day, coming as quite a
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surprise as we talked, via interpreter, to a group of Ibans in the early
months of our stay in Sarawak. As we 'conversed' there were small
children playing about us, running around and through the group. One
child tugged at my trousers, so I picked up the naked, dirty child and
in a natural reaction of mine to children, kissed the little boy, and
immediately a chain reaction ran through the group-- smiles then lots of
excited talk and attention drawn to the child and myself. It was trans¬
lated to me, they said in effect, 'His heart is good. He doesn't yet
know how to speak our language, but we understand what he is saying to
us.' I've since referred to this incident indicating that the true
medium of communication is the "universal language of love," which speaks
with clarity and knows no cultural, geographical or language barrier.
Telling the Ibans about God's love and concern for them in their deprived
condition, we soon discovered, was meaningless as a verbalization. They
understood an "active love," love's expression through teaching them how
(via demonstrations) to produce more rice, healing of their bodies, and
instruction in simple hygiene, teaching them to read and write--opening
to them wider horizons which delighted their souls. And when they came
together and talked about all there was happening in their lives, Chris¬
tian fellowship and a concept of God began to be real. But there were
questions they sought yet to answer.
D. METHODISM IN SARAWAK: CHINESE
AND IBAN CHURCHES
The history of Methodism in Sarawak dates back to 1901, when the
Chinese church was established there during the "Boxer Rebellion."
Many Chinese, fleeing the wrath of the Empress Dowager and the "Boxers,"
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directed at Chinese Christians and foreigners, settled in Singapore,
Malaya, and Sarawak. The Ibans had been eye-witnesses to the care and
the concern of the Church for the Chinese community, with churches,
schools, clinic, and an agricultural program. The Ibans felt themselves
to be 'overlooked by the Christian community' and bypassed as they had
been through the years in that multi-racial society, as the "have nots"
in comparison with Chineseand Malays. When a trio of Than chiefs de-
cided to ask the missionaries for some help they had not heretofore
volunteered to give, the response was positive, yet others of the larger
community wondered 'why the change of heart now?' and were skeptical when
work was started in 1938 at Kapit. It seems that no more than a start was
made when the outbreak of World War II disrupted the work of the two
missionaries: one from America returned to the States; one from Indo¬
nesia (a Batak) went farther in the interior and lived with the Ibans
from 1941 through 1945. A missionary family from America went to re¬
open the work in 1946, along with the Batak missionary family. Five years
later, in 1951, we were the answer to the request by that trio of chiefs,
'for someone to teach us to grow better crops like the Chinese.' That
year was the beginning of the task of interpreting an agricultural and
an educational ministry within a Christian context to a complex culture
in Iban society.
1. The Iban Church: The Object of Mission
It was understandable to me as a black missionary, the feeling of
skepticism of the Iban having been 'bypassed' and left largely unnoticed
as a subject of a colonial power, with almost no educational outreach to
him, and scanty agricultural support to his farm projects, rice and
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rubber gardens. The more prosperous Chinese, clustering around the towns,
and with the more productive wet-paddy farms and rubber gardens a few
miles from town, had mission, private and government schools for years,
and next in line were the Malays, with private and government-supported
education, and seemed to have great purpose in worshiping Allah at their
well-located mosques in towns and villages, daily. The Iban continued
his existence along the network of rivers, always close to the jungle,
hunting and fishing to supplement a submarginal living laboriously obtain¬
ed from the planting of hill padi, small amounts of maize, wild mustard
and perhaps cucumbers and tapioca planted on the periphera of the farm
after the padi had been planted. A lack of enough to feed his body proper
ly year after year, has relegated the Iban to that nutritional "gray area,
where starvation is less apparent but nevertheless a continuous presence.
His plight has not only been slow starvation, but also his energies are
daily being sapped by intestinal parasites (especially Ascaris lum-
bricoides) and frequently by dysentery and malaria, to name a few things.
The high prevalence of goitre, especially among Iban women is only one of
the physical manifestations of starvation--lack of iodine in the diet. Is
it any wonder that the Iban mind could phrase such a question, 'And you
say your foreign god loves me? . . . Where has he been all the time, that
he is coming so late? . . . Can he grow a better crop of rice on the hills
and stop the high infant mortality (3 out of 5 infants died before age 1,
as of 1950-54), and prevent the damaging and many times disastrous floods
in the rainy season?'
2. A Culture of Many "God-Spirits"
There is much within the total picture of the Iban which converges
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on some common points with areas of the black experience. The Iban, like
other denied cultures, . . need to see some correlation between divine
salvation and (his) culture." And the God presented to him must be one
who relates to his cultural situation, as James Cone indicates for black
culture.^ That the culture of the Iban is caught up in the spirit world
of a number of petera (god-spirits), does not make the task of interpreta¬
tion easy because the Christian 'God is a Spirit, and they that worship
him must worship him in spirit and in truth . . .' For in Iban belief,
". . . their padi is a spirit, ... it possesses a soul, a personality
of its own . . . the phenomena of reproduction, growth, decay and death
in the rice (corresponds to the) phenomena in human beings . . . (and the
Iban have) attitudes of high respect and deference . . . which they adopt
towards their padi." To go into a paid farm and trod on a stalk of rice,
without stopping to straighten it up tenderly and carefully would be of
great offence to an Iban. There is a direct tie of his life with that
life and spirit, and soul of the padi plant on which he depends for his
food. And it is the constant concern of the Ibans to avoid any action
which might give offence to the padi spirits.
Thus if any padi is split . . . and it falls beneath the longhouse
where pigs roam . . . and mire lies deep, retrieval is almost impos¬
sible, but a ceremony is performed--a special ritual to make amends
for the mishap - a piece of firewood (lutik) to symbolize a tangga
or ladder is cast beneath the house, and a stream of water, symbo¬
lizing the ladder's railing is poured upon it from a gourd. Then the
waving of a cock in circular fashion to propitiate the occasion, while
the officiant calls to the fallen padi spirits: 'Oh beloved, let this
(device) be your ladder, route of return ... I did not wittingly
cast you away ....
^James H. Cone, A Black Theology of Liberation (Philadelphia: J. B.
Lippincott, 1970), pp. 61-62.
Freeman, pp. 28-29.
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Spirit worship--having a conception of a God who is Spirit, Ibans find no
difficulty, but the unbeliever in the Christian God cannot, among other
difficult hurdles to cross, conceive of a God powerful enough and clever
enough to take on all the tasks of a pantheon of gods: the god of war,
the god of farming pursuits, the god of procreation (fertility), the
fairy gods who work miracles, prophesy and can perceive thoughts of men;
and then of lesser importance within the pantheon yet not to be ignored,
classed as antus (spirits) they are omnivorous and independent, and are
divided into two classes--good and bad. The good spirits being the patron
saints of the Ibans, and the bad spirits are (like the imps of Satan) en-
g
gaged in the destruction of mankind. Can your God relate to us?
3. Demonstrating Through Agriculture
The question forced its way into all our thoughts and acts with long
overdue urgency to communicate to the Iban within his cultural matrix, a
Gospel that has a relevant message of liberation-- liberation from his
fears and superstitutions which had so long set limitations upon him, and
to bring him into a faith community: a community unified by loyalty to a
God who has revealed himself in "mighty acts" in history, and calls upon
man, even the Iban, to be a cooperator in performing yet other acts to
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give meaning and hope to his existence. This was now the opportunity to
use the agricultural extension service methodology and set up a demon¬
stration. At the mission Agricultural & Training Centre, within the
8
William Howell, "The Sea Dyak Religion," The Sea Dyaks & Other
Races of Sarawak (Kuching, Sarawak: Borneo Literature Bureau), 1968 passim.
9
Theodore 0. Wedel, The Gospel in a Strange New World (Philadelphia:
The Westminister Press, 1963), passim.
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sight of the neighboring villages, and there for any to see who came to
the centre, a hill was prepared for planting padi. The same kind of tools
used by Than farmers were used--the axe and long knife for clearing, the
use of fire to burn jungle growth of trees and underbrush after weeks of
drying; and in the cooled ash the padi was planted with a dibble stick.
Men and women from the Iban community participated, actually performed
the tasks of clearing, burning and planting. The padi seed was purchased
from one among the Iban community. There was at least one important fac¬
tor "missing" from the drama, and that was the pattern of ritual for
"blessing the farm" prior to planting, and invoking the spirit of fer¬
tility to cause the seed to germinate, grow and produce a flourishing
crop. A substitution service of worship, within the Christian contextual
frame of reference took place, in which was entrusted to God's care and
guidance, ourselves and all the things used for making the crop that the
resulting harvest via our active participation in the daily or weekly
tasks, would be plentious. And so, the crop was planted, weeded, insects
combatted when needed, and the farm guarded from marauding animals from
the jungle. Simultaneously, with our crop, the Iban community was also at
planting, but observing the regular animistic rituals all along. The Ibans,
while working in the fields, on hearing certain sounds made by the harking
deer, or the flight of a certain bird coming before noon, flee to their
homes for fear of hurt or harm to themselves. They wait for a period of
three or more days at their longhouse for a revelation via a dream before
continuing their work. Such interferences may come at planting time to
delay "seasonal planting," or may come at periodic times of weeding. In
an area of tropical rain-forest where nearly two hundred inches of rain
falls during the year (literally two seasons in a year: rainy season and
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dry season; the latter only means "less rainy"), to neglect weeding or
other care of the farm for several days often means 'plenty of weeds and
little or no rice.' It was also possible on our farm, instead of running
away from the barking deer as the neighbors did, to hide away and shoot
and kill the deer for meat. Finally the day of reckoning came, when we
'measured results,' which told the story.
The demonstration had shown several very important things, which
we interpreted within a Christian context: (1) initially our prayers and
faith were directed toward God (Allah Taala) Creator and Sustainer of the
universe, source of all being in whom we live and have our existence. He
who had given all, strength of body, rain, sunshine, etc., demands only
our love and loyalty to His will. God did not and does not want from us
food offerings, which our undernourished bodies need (Ibans place food of¬
ferings at the center of the farm site for the god of fertility). And
secondly, (2) with our faith in a God who holds us within his love and
deep concern which ultimates in a will for the best for his children,
there was no need for fear - loving understanding and fatherly concern do
not engender the fear as the Iban knows it but culminates in "blessed
assurance."
When we went about our work in unruffled ease of mind and of spirit
day after day continuing our farm work as need demanded without thought
of "evil spirits" harming us, we were affirming our belief. We were com¬
municating the same to the Ibans who observed us and worked along with us
in a way that words would have proved inadequate to relate to them. We
entered into every task without any food offering (piring), only in cus¬
tomary prayer each morning before the day's activities began, and in the
evening at close of day, there were prayers to God (Allah). We did not
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glance cautiously over our shoulders in fear as we combatted insects and
plant diseases, poisoned rodents and otherwise safeguarded the farm. All
of our acts we endeavored to focus on the Ibans as persons with needs which
we believed God was willing and able to meet through our help. We were
giving interpretation to this fact, more through a 'lived experience' as
we had interpersonal relationships through farm work.
I recall the daily meal together at noon time, in the shade by a
small stream we spread lunches on cool banana leaves. Each had brought
his own bit of food either in a length of bamboo, or wrapped in banana or
palm leaf. There was always fresh fruit from the mission farm, and tins
of meat to share with the workers helping with the crop. This kind of
fellowship helped each of us to a knowledge of understanding of the other
as brothers with very much in common.
Shortly before the meal was finished, the ominous sound of a barking
deer came near to us. After cautioning the men to keep quiet, we were able
to take advantage of the situation and shot the deer. This was a real re¬
ward in interpreting this incident as one of the many ways through which
God and man cooperate for God to provide man with all his needs. Natural¬
ly there followed much talk about the whole affair, and news spread about
the neighborhood. It began to break through to that group that a god
(petera) who demands food from them which their bodies need (piring) via
food offerings, and causes them to run away from their farms when they
need to work - and even in the process might miss an opportunity to gain
a supply of meat for the family - does not add up to love. It set them to
thinking about themselves and how it seems possible that there are yet
other ways known to themselves for coping with their environment, yet
being prevented because of fear and superstition.
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Harvest time came around with its own story to tell. Before the padi
was all harvested and threshed it was already quite obvious that the mis¬
sion project had much to its credit, over and above the surrounding padi
crops. It told its own story of the difference between getting attention
when needed (being weeded and protected from insects, etc.) and being
neglected, with nothing else added. We were encouraged that, now it seem¬
ed we were beginning to get close to the matter of how God continues to
work with and through man's acts to accomplish his will for good. In com¬
paring results of the demonstration, which was in competition with surround¬
ing padi crops, we discovered that the grain of the padi crop on the mission
farm was heavier, peck for peck. It resulted in what we had hoped for, that
invitation would be given to try a small plot on several farms in the com¬
munity for the next season, which was done. However, in meantime between
regular seasonal plantings, we made announcement that another kind of demon¬
stration would be performed: the planting of padi in the "off-season" to
determine if two crops of rice would be possible during the year with hill
padi. A study of climatic conditions had already been made in the three-
year period prior to this time of demonstrations which led us strongly to
believe that there'd be ample rainfall equitably distributed over a five-
month period to make two crops of padi on the hills possible. Inquiry
among the farmers about this matter brought mixed response, from 'padi
will not produce grain,' to 'there's insufficient rain, and padi will not
grow,' etc. As soon as our first harvest was over, preparations were made
for another crop on another hill-site for the "off-season"rice. If proved
successful, then conscientious efforts to produce rice twice a year meant
a doubled amount of this food crop where there had only been a scanty crop
once per year. The crop was planted and watched with great interest, not
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only by the Iban community but by government's Office of Agriculture to
have from us any pertinent data which we were making study of. The time
finally arrived for the clearing and preparation of the hills for planting.
4. The Iban Agricultural Year
We experienced great difficulty with the "off-season" planting of
padi, for we ran right into the midst Iban cultural practices which re¬
volve around their agricultural year. This was not new to us, and on the
strength of prior promises to have 'help from the local communities for
labor,' we began. Notwithstanding the 'promises' to come and help as
hired labor, traditional patterns were hard to break away from. Their
agricultural year runs thus:
May-June: Felling forest trees after having cut the under¬
brush. Preceding this task of clearing, the rites of manggol are
celebrated inaugurating the agricultural year, blessing all the
tools and the whetstones.
July: The period of drying catches the "dry season" which
if fortunate, lasts about five weeks. While waiting for drying
to be completed, women are weaving mats for drying padi when har¬
vest comes, weaving blankets, making baskets; men are making and
repairing dug-out canoes or longboats, getting cash for work as
loggers, gathering rotan for sale, hiring their labor in the
village towns for cash to help with various needs. The tapping
of rubber is year round. Hunting and fishing.
August: Burning of the dried forest growth takes place.
If the early commencing of rain, or the season was not sufficient¬
ly dry, it will require many days of "spot-cleaning and burning"
called ngebak, merely clearing the surface, piling in small piles
and burning as thoroughly as the weather will permit.
September: Sowing of padi takes place, and with the use of
dibble sticks the men punch holes in the ground making from about
8 to 16 holes per square yard at a rapid rate. As the men move
along (often singing, pantun) the women follow with seed baskets
in the left hand tossing seed into the holes, and with a shuffle
of the feet do the covering as they move along. Women are so
skilled at this that a dip of the hand into the seed basket
(keban), they pick up about the same number of seed each time,
a general mean of about 12 grains per hole. Their 'pitching' aim
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is quite accurate. Very few men can accomplish it.
October-November: Weeding time is the most continuous back-
bending task, most generally delegated to women, except when
women and older girls are not available for a crucial time.
December-January: This is beginning of the rainy season and
a time when a close watch has to be kept over the farm. Most
families spend much time at the farm in temporary farm houses (lang-
kau), normally built to last two or three months from which vantage
point they watch the farm (jaga umai); stringing wire or strong
fiber cords about the farm, from which they hang empty tincans or
other devices to make noises to frighten away the rice birds
(pipit) ; they make traps for animals--monkeys, wild pigs, deer etal,
which they shoot if possible. There is also the completing of mats
for drying of padi, baskets or bins for the storage of the threshed
grain.
February-March: Harvesting the long-awaited crop is at hand,
and this task is divided up into women's work and men's work as a
normal procedure. Women do the harvesting most, for it is a 'deli¬
cate' task, and tedious, of clipping panicle after panicle, but
with great speed. The use of a strip of tin, often a portion of
a tincan top which is fitted into a horizontal slit on a piece of
wood about an inch in diameter and 4 inches long, serves as the
harvesting tool (ketap).
April: The latter part of March and the first few days of
April are days of feasting (gawai). This means that the first few
pecks (gantangs) of rice at the beginning of harvest has been fer¬
mented into wine by now, some hunting and fishing has been done and
meat and fish salted in the large storage jars of heavy crockery,
ready to be used for the guests. The women will have hulled (nutok)
the padi and some of the rice ground into a fine rice flour for
making various delicacies. The feasts continue right through to
time of clearing the jungle growth for another farm, moving from
longhouse to longhouse in gay spirits--eating, drinking wine (tuak),
dancing, and a variety of expressions in song. Depending upon the
type of feast, there will be special rituals performed in honor of
the god whose name designates the feast (gawai) as, gawai burong
(feast of omen birds), gawai kenyalang (feast of the hornbill) etc.
I believe that we can see from the annual agricultural calendar of
events how anything else planned, as an "off-season" planting of rice,
would tend to conflict with the most important event in Iban traditional
festivities, the gawai or feast time, when respects are paid to the gods,
a time when antus (spirits of the departed ones) are remembered when
there is rice, and when friends and relatives from far and near may come
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together and have fellowship in feasting--when all may be assured of
having hunger satisfied for a brief time, and when relaxation from the
arduous tasks of providing themselves with even the bare subsistence
level of life. It was understandable that 'promised labor' failed to ap¬
pear at the mission--apologies were made, they to us and we to them (ours
for having to ask them to share even a few days of their busy time of
feast preparations and feasting). It turned out that only the necessity
of one or two persons, needing cash to help with their feast preparations,
alternately gave a day or two just prior to the feast time. To cope with
the situation of lack of labor, the size of the demonstration was drastical¬
ly reduced to about .5 acre. There was no other time suitable to start
the project, weatherwise, than close on the heels of the harvest. The re¬
sults were favorable, and just a few weeks following regular harvest and
feast time, there was labor enough and more than was needed, to help with
weeding and other tasks. The two one-half acre plots were set up to show:
A. Use of Fertilizer B. Without Fertilizer
Insect & Rodent Control Insect & Rodent Control
Both these demonstrations provided important information and helped to
guide the way by which the Iban came to understand that he held a choice
and a share in coping with his culture to overcome his most obvious and
pressing need--to have more food for himself and family. The "off-season"
crop matured and headed up well. There was only one serious problem,
directed at this single crop of rice growing in all the upper reaches of
Sarawak--rice birds converged on our little plot, so eager to have grain
"out of season," and frantic efforts were maintained daily to harvest enough
to return our seedstock. Efforts were not in vain. Rice did mature in July
(for harvest), as well as it did in February, and indications as to when
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to plant being revealed by dreams and the stars which traditionally
settled on August were now in question. The choice was to be made by the
Ibans. They saw that the use of fertilizer (ubat tanah) increased yield,
and that the traditional god of fertility had no influence on the mission
farm. The Iban community was also sympathetic-too bad about the rice
birds, but if we all planted at the same time, twice a year, each farmer
would as always, share in some of the loss to the pipit which the one farm
took so heavily. The Ibans seemed not in the least offended, for to have
rice is to have life, and to have it said of a family that 'they have lots
of rice, or sufficient rice' it is prestige in the community. Another
step made in the direction of 'liberation' of the Iban from hunger, fear
and superstition, another step toward a more abundant life coming by way
of a Gospel message of hope, the revelation of another kind of "petera"
(god) Jesus Christ (Isa Alamseh) who reveals that man and his culture are
all instruments and expressions of his love and himself. And when in
obedience to Christ, man and his culture can "work together for good--
according to his purpose," (it) is a blessed thing.
E. TOWARD UNDERSTANDING IBAN PHILOSOPHY
There are a wide range of Iban cultural practices which reveal to us
his philosophy of life, in ways which demand appreciation of a culture to
which the appelations "pagan," and "primite" have stigmatized it. It is
unfortunate that Westerners use "primitive" so loosely and with a conno¬
tation implying that their cultural differences makes them a crude and
"uneducated" people, and their way of life (culture) is a hodge-podge of
unrelated senseless activities. Is this too strong an inaictment of the
Western man? I believe not.
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Travel outside of my own country to Asian and African countries has
helped to open my eyes of understanding, viewing cultural manifestations
with Christian eyes and receiving a firmer appropriation of truth and the
gain of fresh information. Unfortunately too many Westerners abroad (some
even in missionary circles) have closed minds to other cultures, and there¬
fore easily offend. That treatise entitled "The Ugly American" was not a
satire, but much 'plain truth' presented in undiluted fashion the offen¬
sive conflicts of American military and civilians with Southeast Asian
culture. Recalling the visit of one of our country men to the mission
centre for a 'brief visit' but desired to make a visit to a longhouse be¬
fore returning down river to the village town at Kapit where he had an
evening appointment. I briefly explained but made it clear that "pop¬
calling" unannounced at an Iban longhouse for a total stranger runs coun¬
ter to custom; as in our own culture, I added they like to 'be in readi¬
ness to receive strangers into their homes' especially those whom they
feel want to 'see how Ibans live.' It was also pointed out that, the time
permitting, word could be sent to the nearest house, explaining the
visitor's desire and limited time and if the reply were favorable, he would
be taken only if he promised to restrain himself long enough to give the
host bilek (family apartment) courteous respect by our first sitting down
on the floor to talk and receive such token of welcome as they offered
(usually rice wine, or tea or coffee or both). The oriental custom is
strong on 'unhurried fellowship' and to people who live in the interior,
they delight in receiving strangers who are known to friends of theirs.
They want to have a chance to exchange ideas together (berandau), in a
process of learning experience. Perhaps by the time the water for tea or
coffee is boiled and a chat takes place over our drinks, then it is more
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correct to ask to see about the house, or inquire if it is permissible to
take a few pictures. For the hurried Westerner on a 'fly-by-night' trip
around the world, much restraint and caution is needed. In many places
in the East among certain cultures, it is believed that the taking of one's
picture is to capture and entrap his soul. Perhaps the American tourist
more than any others, with camera in hand as he travels around the world
has done much to undo some good relationships built up in prior years. It
is recalled that the Minister of Internal Affairs made a public statement
on 'outsiders who travel into the interior to photograph and peer into the
private life of the Ibans.' The Minister of Iban, the first national to
hold that post since independence.
The soul or spirit, in Iban belief, has some similarity to Christian
belief of immortality of the sou] of man. Contrary to the traditional
Christian view, the Iban's soul or spirit (antu) does not abide in a
'choice of otherworldly spheres' (heaven or hell), which depend on
whether some god rewards or punishes him. All Ibans when they die travel
toward a sphere of eternal bliss, (to which the name "heaven" might be con¬
veniently applied or in their language "serga"), but the soul must pass
through a stage of purgation, Sabayan or Hades. While there is no con¬
certed opinion as to the form the soul or spirit takes on in life after
death among Christians, Ibans take an anthropomorphic view of spirit (antu),
and this view is apparent in all of ritualisitc performances, especially
in the interment of their dead. The journey taken by the soul from its
earthly abode to its abode in the nether world, is long and tedious, and
such artifacts as one needs in daily life to cope with his environment as
knife, spear if a great huntsman, tobacco pouch, a favorite jacket, and
perhaps a small rice pot, are placed in the grave beside the corpse. It
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must be remembered that among Ibans of different areas of Sarawak, there
are some difference in detail of how the soul travels and where it finally
is at rest. There seems to be these general beliefs in common, gathered
from available sources: there is life beyond the grave, the soul is free
and does wander about and has a knowledge of what goes on in the world of
the living, it has need of food and implements to maintain itself enroute
to its final abode (from which it may come and go, and even return to earth),
this is another great fear of Ibans as in sections of our own culture where
haunts or "hants" are believed to exist; sometimes a special request is made
of the antus to intervene in the interest of the living during a war, or
special disaster and many an Iban is periodically on the alert when nights
are spent in the forest, or if he visits some solitary place in the woods,
hoping that a departed soul will commune with him (via dream or otherwise)
and direct him to some charm (pengaroh) by which he can overcome life's
difficulties and become prosperous or even rich and great.
Anything in the way of reward in Iban belief is hoped for and looked
for here on earth. All Ibans, without seeming exception, "remember
their dead," but this is not to be confused with 'ancestor worship' or
any form of 'worship' of the dead. First there is observance of a three-
day mourning period during which the entire longhouse stops all work, and
literally makes no unnecessary contact with the outside world with visitors
coming and going--a taboo--and the house during that period is marked by
hanging a cloth out at front entrance, and one in front of the house along
the river, a sign of "ulit" (mourning). After the close of the three-day
mourning period the longhouse returns to normalcy. About a year will pass,
^°Howell, p. 88.
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or longer if the next harvest is too scanty to remember the deceased with
a feast (Begawai antu), to which many friends of the family and relatives
are invited. At this feast, food is shared with the antu (the dead),
placing a dish of prepared food upon a pedestal or hanging a small basket
prepared for that purpose. Also a basket is hung containing replicas of
tools and articles often used in life. This feast (Gawai Antu) or
Mourning Feast ends all mourning for the particular deceased.
What has been discussed for the most part thus far, has centered
around activities of the agricultural year (bumai), making the farm for
the production of rice which is the centre of all of life in Iban cultural
practices and belief. Then the question of immortality as just discussed,
these two areas are just the prologue, in a way of speaking, to the more
elaborate and complex cultural aspects of the Iban of Sarawak. There are
such aspects of the culture as marriage and procreation which, along with
morality, offer high challenges for the interpretation of the Gospel
message to the Ibans. The subject is far from being exhausted, and in
the areas discussed there are yet numerous questions which were not raised.
The primary question, central to this theme, must be asked at every en¬
counter, 'How would you present the Gospel, adequately and effectively, in
making a culturally relevant witness as a Christian?
In a primitive (primordial) polytheistic animism, where life is de¬
partmentalized in following such a belief in a pantheon of gods, each of
which is assigned to a specific duty affecting the life of Ibans for good
and for ill, is it any wonder that fear rather adequately describes Iban
life? Can you imagine what it feels like as an Iban who has been shown
via a farm demonstration (something that he can see, feel, and handle)
and represents the aim of all his struggles, desires and anxieties--
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rice, food, that he has a choice which he may make (renouncing the spirit
gods who must take a goodly portion of the rice he needs annually for pro¬
pitiations and offerings) but deeply frightened to make the initial move?
Even though he really wants to break away? Even though the new God (Allah)
demands no rice, only loyalty, initially the Iban feels more 'trapped' by
his newly kindled desire to 'try the more considerate and loving way.'
Now already dividing his scanty supply of rice in many ways, and even the
'good gods' are often capricious and offerings must be reversed and re¬
directed to still another god - but suppose I'm caught (found out), with¬
drawing my allegiance to the old gods for the new One?
Although there has been pictured the predicament of the Iban in the
midst of decision, it boiled down to the exercise of faith to make the
'turnabout.' There was evidence that nothing had happened to me nor to
anyone of those who had helped me to put in the padi at the mission. The
first few Ibans came with the understanding given us, 'we are not decided
but we want to be taught about the Christian way.' The opportunity was
taken gladly to instruct as we work with .-.dults on the farms and in the
homes, and with their children the primary school we had begun. We dis¬
covered that the transition from a polytheistic belief to a monotheistic
way of life had deep implications on a very 'activated' religious life,
and speedy adjustments and relevant activities had to be instituted.
Orthodox Protestant Christianity, when compared to the religious
life of the Ibans, seemed a mild substitute, ritualistically. This became
an invitation to plan for fuller individual participation of the people
in worship. But now that everything in the new belief--belief in one
powerful 'foreign god' there were fewer rituals needed (less often) , but
a transformation took place in lending Christian interpretation to
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traditional observances: feasting and having fellowship, but not having
to share in the home and at the farm, food with the 'spirits.' In trying
to prevent 'adding a new kind of fear for the old,' the Gospel was not pre¬
sented in terms of salvation from hell - though acknowledged as an impor¬
tant truth - it was not the most importantly relevant matter for Iban
thought.
Although we were not all of the same opinion on the mission field
about interpreting the Gospel, we strove toward agreement. The Iban
thought-life is geared more to a "realized eschatology," as so indicated
in their invoking spirits (antus of deceased) to direct them to some charm
by which their life's difficulties might be relieved, and life becomes for
them prosperous--they are in this sense existentialists. To strive for a
lived reality of the Christian faith in community was implied in simply
our presence in the Iban community as witnesses for Christ. There is full
agreement with Theodore Wedel
A conceptual understanding of the mystery of our common life in the
body of Christ may well be a derivative of seeing (our lives) in ac¬
tion first .... Christian fellowship--life in community--is a
necessity for human existence . . .even (it has been argued) in hell.
God has given to man from the outset of creation the gift of neighbors
and the gift of the law which sustains the fabric of society.
Culture and a Dimension of Faith
Faith and courage grew, and when more than just a few Ibans were seen
to dare to make a break away from "a fragmented life" for a total life
experience centered in the one God, Christianity became a devisive force
in Iban society. While we have not made mention of two important
Wedel, p. 83.
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functions performed by men (and some women) in the Iban community-- the
medicine men and witch doctors--they nevertheless have been present in
every customary practice of the Iban community. The Manang (witch doc¬
tors) are very important persons of every Iban community, and their ser¬
vices to the community are sought for a price, when illness strikes, ill
luck befalls one or a longhouse community, when devinations are neces¬
sary, medicine men and witch doctors (slightly different functions) are
in demand. The presence of a pantheon of gods in Iban belief is of eco¬
nomic importance to the witch doctors and medicine men. The Christian
presence therefore became the "enemy" of those who practiced as Manang.
Although not every longhouse had a Manang residing there, each
longhouse is governed or is in charge of a Community Headman (Tuai Rumah),
literally the "old man" of the house, chosen for his wisdom, and respect.
The Tuai Rumah is held responsible for what goes on in his longhouse.
Sometimes the Tuai Rumah was persuaded to 'hold out' against Christiani¬
ty's presence in his longhouse, and pressure those who refused to listen
by various means of austricism, sometimes influencing the refusal of
families (non-Christian) to give exchange of farm labor to Christians,
and in other ways. Personal testimony can be given to the break-up of
several longhouse communities during a few years of stay in Sarawak. To
destroy or even to threaten the destruction of one's economic support in¬
vites trouble. However threat from medicine men and fear of reprisals
from the god spirits, has tended to strengthen the faith of those who
have dared to break away from a polytheistic belief for a monotheistic
faith anchored in God. And once the faith has gripped them, the Ibans
witness to that faith in a way that puts many of us who have taken the
Gospel to them to shame. Religion to them is a daily lived experience.
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whii^ii permeates their thoughts in every waking hour and often in dreams
when asleep.
I remember the occasion we had of seeing faith acted out in one of
the sons of a dear woman who had brought the young man to the mission
centre on a Sunday afternoon for treatment of a snakebite on the shoulder.
The mother tearfully told how it happened when Jiti was felling a tree in
clearing for the farm, when the snake fell upon him. At that time of the
centre's development there was no clinic nearer than the village town of
Kapit twenty miles away. Operating out of our first-aid kit and with
faith, my wife and I set to work, bundling the shivering lad up in blankets
while at the same time applying suction to the two tell-tale punctures.
The mother's sobbing prayers never ceased while we worked to draw as much
fluid off as possible, and send them with a note to the dresser (male
nurse) at Kapit.
Finally when our efforts were completed and all had prayed together,
I told the mother and son not to let anything get in the way of their going
to see the dresser that same afternoon (no excuses). We promised to con¬
tinue in prayer with them, and would enquire next day as to how Jiti was
doing. When they left us Jiti was quite calm, and still wrapped in the
blankets. That night, every waking hour was another time of prayer for our
friends. Next morning early I prepared to make the down-river trip to
Kapit, knowing that Jiti and family could not return overnight. About a
quarter of a mile from the mission centre I saw someone on the bank of
the river fishing, who looked very much like Jiti. Telling myself that it
could not be he, yet we turned our boat and went across the river to check.
To my opened-mouth astonishment it was Jiti. Words tumbled out of my
mouth, "Why Jiti, how could you get down to the village and back here so
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soon, what'd the dresser say?" Jiti only smiled, and sheepishly replied,
"Sir, I didn't do down." Almost scolding the lad I said, "But Jiti this
is serious business, I want the dresser to see you!" Jiti said, "I'm
alright now. What you did was good, and you've taught us to believe, to
have faith in Isa Almaseh (Jesus Christ), and I did that. Now I'm well."
The words of the Master to Peter re-echoed again and again in my brain as
I moved away, "Oh, ye of little faith, wherefore didst thou doubt?"
A Concluding Statement
What is the significance of the Christian message to Ibans who must
cope with a way of life in which fears and superstitions set deep and
damaging limitations upon them? Is there a message of hope and of unity
of purpose for the so long forgotten Iban in his forested land of rivers?
Can this one all-powerful God (Allah Taala) unify life and understand
the thinking, the feelings and deep desires of the Iban? Yes, there is
hope, and purpose, and value for the Iban in his culture through the sal¬
vation which comes in a Christ centered faith. The same hope for him is
there as for me in my American culture, only the great task is mine and
others who as missionaries interpret that Gospel message of hope. The in¬
terpretation must be one of the Gospel of Ghrist and not of my culture,
and interpreted in such a way that my presence in their community attests
to what the Gospel message says, as I work with him in his own culture--
seeing his culture with Christian eyes. All are parts of God's self-ex¬
pression.
But ask now the beasts, and they shall teach thee; and the fowls of
the air, and they shall tell thee: Or speak of the earth. . .and
the fishes of the sea shall declare unto thee. Who knoweth aot in
all these. . .the hand of the Lord. . . .
(Job 12:7-10, 13). Old foundations have been destroyed and replaced by
a new foundation in Christ's relevant Gospel which brings coherence and
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